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Vl Semester B.Sc. Examination, April/May 2015
(NS) (2013-14 and Onwards)

PHYSICS - VII
Atomic and Molecular Physics, Nuclear Physics and Material Science

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70
lnstruction : Answer five questions from each part.

,  
PART-A

Answerany five of the following questions. Each question carries eight marks. (5xg=40)
1. a) What are the limitations of Bohr's atomic theory ?

b) Explain the concept of elliptic orbits of Sommerfeld's atomic model. (2+6)
2. What is Zeeman effect ? Outline the quantum theory of Anomalous Zeeman

effect. g
3. a) outline the quantum mechanicaltheory of Raman effect.

b) Mention any two applications of Raman effect. (6+2)
4. a) Define impact parameter and scattering angle.

b) Obtain the relation between the impact parameter and scattering angle in
a -ray scattering experiment. (2+6)

5. a) Derive an expression for e value in cr -decay.
b) Write a note on Geiger-Nuttal Law. (5+3)

6' a) With the help of a diagram describe the construction and working of cyclotron.
b) Arrive at the expression for energy of the emerging particle. (5+3)

7. a) Write a noteon the preparation of nanomaterials using (i) bottom-up approach
and (ii) top-down approach.

b) Describe briefly any four applications of nanomaterials. g+a)
8. a) What is a liquid crystal ? Explain differenttypes of thermotropic liquid crystals.

b) Mention any two applications of riquid crystals. (6+2)

PART- B
Solve any five of the following problems. Each problem carriesfour marks. (5x4=20)
9. The experimental value of Bohr magneton is 9.21 x 1O-24JT-1 and planck's

constant is 6.63 x 1O-3aJ-s. Calculate the vatue 
"f 

fg) of electron.
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10' calculate the zeemanshift observed in the norma lzeemaneffect when a spectralfine of wavelength 680 nm is subjected to a magnetic field of flux density 1.2T.

11' The spacing between vibrational levels of co molecule is o.o8 eV. calculate thevaf ue of force constant. Given that mass of carbon is equal to 1g.2 x 10-27 kgthat of oxygen atom is 25.6 x 1O-27 kg.
12' An cr -particle of energy 4 MeV is scattered through 1go. by a fixed uraniumnucreus. carcurate the distance of crosest approach
13' Potassium-4o decays into catcium by F-- emission. Find the e value of thereaction. Given : Mr - 39.96399 u and M." = 39.96259 u.
14' Determine the threshold energy needed to initiate the reaction p31(n, p) si31.Given r firo = 1 .oo814 u, mn = t-.boagg ,,'rrrro ='go.gagso ,, rvrs, = 30.9g515 u.
15' A parallel plate gaRgcitor has plates separated by 1.5 mm and area of each plateis 0'04 t' ' 

tq'd ,ot 12v is applied across the capacitor. lf a dielectric of relativepermittivity 5 is introduced between the plates, find the electric displacementand dielectric polarization.
16' An elementalsolid dielectric material has polarisabilityof 6 x 1o-40 F m2.Assumingthe internal field to be Lorentz field, determine the dielectric constant of thematerialwhich has 2.5 x 1028 atoms/m3.

PART- C
Answerany five of the following questions. Each question carries two marks. (5x2=10)
17' a) can principar quantum number be zero? Exprain.

b) Are doubrets observed in arkarispectra ? Exprain.
c) Are Raman scattering and Rayreigh scattering simirar ? Explain.
d) Do electrons of target atom effective in scattering o -particles ? Explain.e) ls quenching necessary in a G.M. counter ? Exprain.
f) Does a compound nucreus emit y -rayphoton ? Exprain.
g) Do diefectric materials possess dipole moment even in the absence of externalelectric field ? Explain.
h) Does the colour of liquid crystal change with temperature ? Exprain.
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